
Andy’s Champion Run 
Returning to the course where he set his 10 mile record (55 mins), Andy        

Whitworth set about the YVAA race in Thirsk on the 22nd.  Chasing down a very 
strong lead pack right from the start on a traditionally fast course, in near perfect 

conditions, Andy was bang on his personal schedule through the first 7 miles,       

before the punishing pace started to take its toll.  His final time was good enough 
to take the Males V45-50 category though, crossing the line under the hour mark. 

 

  Lisa Wilyman meanwhile was chasing the 70 minute mark and achieved it with 

over a minute and half to spare, with Sharon Whitworth completing the Meltham 
contingent with a run that saw her take 684th place in a race with a massive field 

of 1,059 

Back On The Fells 
The Fell Championship waits for no runner, and within a week of the season finale 

at Midgley Moor it was the annual curtain raiser in Marsden, with the Ian Roberts 
Fell Race.  The weather was cold and drizzly and the clouds were low, but that 

didn’t stop eight Meltham vests disappearing down the road start before attacking 
the dreaded tussocks on the climb up to Swellands Reservoir.  James Young, Giles 

Bailey and Sam Bolton led the charge, with Steve Perren, Ray McArthur and Jeff 

Miller swapping places not far  behind.  Mark Hoath was again pushing hard whilst 
Tina Crowe was the sole Meltham lady on the course which proved to be a real 

challenge with its variety underfoot causing havoc on flagstones and moorland 
alike.   

Pule Hill took no prisoners, but once conquered it was a flat out finale all the way 

to the treacherous ups and downs of the final mile, which almost feels like an A 
grade race tagged on to the end of a fast leg stretcher.  James backed up his 

claim to challenge for the Fell Championship by taking maximum points, with Giles 

in close pursuit and Sam showing great form not far behind.  A flurry of runners 
followed with Steve, Ray, Jeff and Mark showing that there’s depth in the field.  

Tina took the points and staked an early claim before everyone headed back to the 
club house for one of the best spreads in recent memory. 
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Results—James Young (55.41/17th); Giles Bailey (59.09/28th); Sam Bolton 

(61.10/40th); Steve Perren (62.06/44th); Ray McArthur (64.27/56th); Jeff Miller 
(65.10/60th); Mark Hoath (65.36/63rd); Tina Crowe (777.16/108th). 

Results—Andy Whitworth (58.48/30th); Lisa Wilyman (68.19/209th); Sharon Whitworth 

(86.59/684th) 



Prizes Galore At The Season Opener 
  

Despite waking up to sideways rain and howling winds, the weather held off for the 

start of the YVAA Honley Grand Prix, the opening race in this years Road and Trail 

Championship.   Despite the respite, the mud was waiting and feet were already 

soaked from the dash around the field before charging into the woods, which 

proved to be treacherous with mud and roots catching out the unwary.  

 Andy Whitworth led the way with Tony Daniels hot on his heels at the front of the 

lead pack, whilst Jeff Miller led the chasing group with Mark Hoath, Robin Stewart 

and Emma Burke; Emma racing in the Green and Purple for the first time.  Further 

back Gilly Markham and Martin Sturdy continued their progress back to full race 

fitness. 

  The descents were a mix of super speedy and super slippy, and even some of the 

climbs proved difficult to find any decent grip, especially a short cobbled section 

that caught everyone out, despite the warning during the pre race talk.  Andy and 

Tony both finished in the top ten and both won their age groups—a fantastic result 

for Meltham AC.  Emma’s great run gave her 5th place overall and second in her 

age group with Gilly taking 3rd place in hers. 

Staying Ahead Of Trouble  

At Spen 20 
  

This years’ Spen20 may well be remembered for a    
controversial  incident at the back of the field that made 
the national headlines, but the Meltham AC action was  
a long way further up the road.  Traditionally used as a 
marker for those with marathons on the horizon,     
conditions were dry and clear as four Meltham runners 
lined up for the traditional opening lap of the track,   
before heading out onto the two loop, twenty mile 
course.   

Penny Ditchfield was in great form, taking 5th Lady and 
3rd in her age group, with Lisa Wilyman taking 6th Lady 
and winning her category overall.  Further back, but 
equally on target, were Mark Cope and Hayley Lomas, 
with Mark working hard for the second half of the race  
as the pack spread out and he found himself running 
alone for long periods. 

Results—Penny Ditchfield (2.20.33/ 54th); Lisa Wilyman 

(2.29.09/75th); Mark Cope (2.50.50/146th); Hayley Lomas 

(3.02.03/174th) 

Results  - (Mens) Andy Whitworth (40.57/3rd ); Tony Daniels (42.37/7th); Jeff Miller 

(51.16/44th); Mark Hoath (52.07/52nd ); Robin Stewart (55.55/76th); Martin Sturdy 

(69.50/113th) : (Womens) - Emma Burke (51.20/5th); Gilly Markham (61.30/26th)           

(Note—Grand Prix races separate Male and Female results). 



Week 4  

Ultra Sunday 
March the 22nd dawned with a real taste of spring; dry, warm and perfect for a 

long run...or as they’re now known, an Ultra.  Not one, but two Ultra’s had been 
scheduled for this day, Canalathon at 50k and the slightly longer Oldham Way 

Ultra at 40 miles, and Meltham AC were represented at both.   

Lining up in Manchester and staring down the long road to Sowerby Bridge were 
Simon Edwards, Andy Lang and Nick Thompson, although none of them knew at 

this point that only Nick would finish.  Simon, taking on his first formal Ultra, 
made a good account of himself, but learnt the hard way that an Ultra will     

expose any weakness and, in hindsight, hadn’t been feeling well enough to have 
taken it on, but when did runners ever make sensible decisions?  Arriving at the 

first checkpoint in 2.17 he retired to return another day.  Andy Lang had gone 

through the first CP over half an hour earlier and was running well as he went 
through CP2 until, at 35km, massive cramps brought his race to an early finish.  

Nick Thompson stayed out of trouble and maintained a solid pace to complete 
the course in 5.56.23, 55th overall out of 94 finishers. 

Meanwhile, Sam Bolton was setting off on the Oldham Way Ultra and delivered in 

a way fitting of one of our Clubs most in-form runners.  Consistent miling,     
irrespective of climbs or descents, Sam even made an impact on other         

competitors as he offered some of his professional expertise, pointing out the 
fantastic variety of local fauna on the course.  Deserving of his beating the eight 

hour mark, Sam finished in 7.56.23—14th out of 78 runners. 

Top 5 After 4 Parkruns 

1. David Sadler 

2. Susi Sadler 

3. Sharon Whitworth 

4. Robin Stewart 

5. Neil Hopkinson 

 

Fastest PR Times This Year 
 

Men— 18.16 Tony Daniels  

Women— 19.40 Penny Ditchfield  

TRUNCE #1 

The first Trunce of the season was held in the kind of conditions that even 

regulars raised an eye at; the forecast was cold and wet and that’s exactly 
what was delivered, with plenty of mud to boot.   The mad dash to the first 

stile was dominated by deep puddles; the descent to the first river crossing 

was a mud bath worthy of Glastonbury and the gloom was drawing in as 
the leaders crossed the line.   

Nothing was stopping James Young though as he stormed to a Personal 

Best, as did David Sadler not too far behind. Regulars Christian Lloyd and 
Jeff Miller followed ahead of debutants Mark Crowe and Robin Stewart, 

who were still smiling at the finish.  Susi Sadler was the only female to post 
a time and lay down a challenging target for others to follow. 

Results - James Young (29.19/21st); David Sadler (34.35/77th); Christian 

Lloyd (35.15/88th); Jeff Miller (37.43/116th); Mark Crowe (41.26/171st); Susi 

Sadller (42.00/175th); Robin Stewart (44.55/212nd) 

The first four weeks of the inaugural 

Parkrun Championship has seen 49 
scoring times recorded, 4 pb’s (Tom 

Whitworth, David Sadler, Richard Tayles 
and John Gray),  6 tourist runs and the 

20 minute mark has been broken 3 

times by Tony Daniels, Penny Ditchfield 
and Richard Tayles.   

Susi and David Sadler are the only    

runners with a 100% attendance record 
so far, and an impressive 13 runners 

turned out on the wettest run of the 
year with Pete Dukes showing no     

respect for the elements as he ran his 

fastest yet in Meltham AC colours. 



Contact Us 

Despatches 

 Steve Perren battled the elements in Crowden as he 

took on the Lad’s Leap Fell Race, finishing 42nd out 111 

in 67.06  

 David and Susi Sadler lined up with Jeff Miller for the 

Hoppits Hill Fell race, with David and Jeff swapping    

positions throughout before David took the final push 

uphill, finishing in 30.29 and 30.39 respectively.  Susi’s 

35.25 was enough to take the first prize for non-vet   

female. 

 Ally and James Young returned to the 19.4 mile Grizzly 

Race in Devon and both improved on last year’s times: 

James’s 2.51.34 took 48th and Ally’s 5.04.11 hampered 

by cramps (both her’s and another runners who she   

valiantly helped) saw her finish 1,299th out of 1,422    

finishers. 

 Penny Ditchfield maintained her fantastic form with a 

1.27.06 at the Oullton Half 

 Simon Edwards raced with some massive headphones 

at the Stafford 20 and his 2.57.40 was good enough for 

275/410 

 Robin Stewart crossed the border for the undulating 

Norton 9 and crossed the line in 69.27 188/512 

 Team Sadler added to a busy month with the Team OA 

Night League point to point race alongside Ally Young.  

David and Susi collected 110 points towards the league 

table, Ally collecting 70. 

 Lisa Wilyman was out again at the Wakefield 10k      

finishing in 41.36 and Sara Lewis completed her first  

ever 10k race, smashing the hour mark with a 57.42.  

Many    congratulations to her, and we look forward to 

recording many more in the future. 

Been racing? 
OTSL want to know all about it: 
Email: jeffmilleruk@hotmail.com  

Photos  and  race  reports  are 
both welcomed  and encouraged.  

Keep  training, Keep racing, 

and  we’ll  see  you  all  next  
month… 

 

 ...On  The  Start Line… 

PLACE 
STAMP 
HERE 

 

WANT ONE OF THESE?  

APRIL CHAMPIONSHIP  

RACES 

Road and Trail 
1st—King Of The Hill 

19th—Huddersfield Half 

Fell 
18th—West Nab 

20th—Trunce 2 


